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Introduction 
This manual is intended for an organizer. We call a member of LetUsBook an organizer if he uses LetUsBook to manage the bookings of his events or facility 

sessions. 

There is documentation available on various forms on the workings of LetUsBook. These are; 

a. Organizer user manual (this document) 

b. Member user manual. 

c. A PDF brochure. 

d. Information on various topics available as links on footer menu of our site. 

e. Frequently asked questions. 

f. Help videos. 

g. Each screen has a help button along with the heading. This will give basic information about the screen. 

h. Important fields on each screen are provided with help button to give specific help. 

Organizers are advised to use all these help features to understand various features of LetUsBook. 

Signing up 
A new user who wants to use LetUsBook must sign up with LetUsBook. The user must have a valid mobile to receive a one-time passcode. 

Member – any individual who sign up with LetUsBook is called a member. Every member is identified with a unique member Id. 

Organizer – any individual who creates an organization also is called an organizer. Every organizer is identified with a unique organization Id. 

The following is the sign-up screen. 



 



Full name 
Enter your full name. This will be added as your first name on your member profile. You can split this into first and last name from your member profile page. 

Mobile number 
LetUsBook identifies each member with a unique mobile number. In other words, no two users can have the same mobile number in LetUsBook. All SMS for 

the member are delivered in this mobile number. 

You should enter a valid Indian mobile number that has 10 digits.  

If you also create an organization, your organization SMS are also delivered in the same mobile unless you change it to another number in your organization 

update page. 

Email ID 
Email ID is not mandatory. You can maintain Email ID from your profile page. If you have a valid Email ID in your member profile  

While signing up, the user must decide whether he wants to be an organizer also. 

Create an organization 
If you want an organization created for you, you can check this box. If you opt, your organization and member accounts are created in test mode.  

If you do not opt to create an organization at the time of signing up, you will not be able to go through a test drive if you decide to become an organizer in the 

future. To become an organizer later on, a member must contact LetUsBook. 

If an organization is not created at the time of sign-up the member account will be created in live mode. 

After the test drive, member can decide whether to go live with his organization or not. If he decides to go live, both his member and organization accounts are 

updated to live accounts. If he decides not to go live with his organization, his organization account will be deleted and his member account is update to live 

account. 

Terms & conditions 
Before signing up, take some time to go through our T&C and understand all the clauses. T&C are updated as and when required and all the members are 

updated via emails about such changes. 



Captcha 
Enter the number shown in the image in the text box provided. This is to eliminate automatic member registration using robots. 

OTC 
You will receive an OTP on your mobile and enter that number in the popup that is shown. Once the OTP is confirmed, you will be taken to sign-in page from 

where you can sign-in to your member or organization account. 

Default password 
Your OTP will be your default password. After signing in, you are advised to change the password to a mnemonic one from your profile page. 

Signing in 
The following is the sign-in screen. 



 

If you want to sign-in to your member account, click on ‘Member’ slider else on ‘Organizer’ slider. 

Sign-in ID 
You can sign-in to LetUsBook either typing your mobile number or the membership ID. You can also enter the last non-zero digits of your membership ID. For 

example, if your membership ID is 100000123 then you can simply enter 123. 



Your membership ID will be displayed on your profile page. 

Note: For signing into your organization account also, you enter your membership ID not your organization ID. 

Password 
If you are a new user, the OTP you have received at the time of signing up will be your password else enter your current password. 

Forgot password 
If you have forgotten your password, using the forgot-password link, you can reset your password to a new password that will be again the OTP you receive 

while resetting the password. 

Remember me 
If you want the system to remember your sign-in credentials check this option so that next time you visit LetUsBook, you do not have to sign-in 

After signing in a member is taken to a member dashboard and an organizer is taken to an organization dashboard. 

From here onwards, only organization functions are explained in this doc. Member functions are described in the member manual. 

Entities 
LetUsBook has four types of entities 

Members 
Any individual who registered with LetUsBook is called a member.  

Organizations 
LetUsBook members can create an organization within LetUsBook if the member wants to manage their engagements (events and activities) and facilities 

through LetUsBook. 

Engagements 
An engagement is an activity or event created in LetUsBook by an organization for selling its tickets. Examples of engagement are music festivals, marathons, 

conferences etc. 



Facilities 
A facility, for example a sports facility, is created in LetUsBook by an organization for taking bookings on its sessions. 

Landing page 
When an individual first access LetUsBook by typing www.LetUsBook.in, the page displayed is called the landing page. 

Organizations 
An organization is created through two ways 

1. When a member sign-up in LetUsBook and opt to create an organization. 

The organization is created in test mode and the member is given 180 days to go live with his organization.  

2. When an existing live member request LetUsBook to create an organization. 

 

An organization is created in live mode. The member will not get a chance to go through a testing phase for his organization. 

After signing in as an organizer, an organizer is taken to the organization dashboard. 

Organization dashboard 
Once an organizer signed in as an organizer, the organization dashboard page is displayed. Here the organizer can see a menu on the left side for easy 

navigation to different screens. On the right side, a snapshot of the latest information of the organization is displayed. 

 

The header 

 

http://www.letusbook.in/


 

The top part of the dashboard is called the header. 

Display/Hide menu 

By clicking on the three lines at the top left hand corner, the organization menu can be made displayed. Once displayed, the three lines becomes a X. By clicking 

X, the menu can be made hidden. 

Name of the organization 

The name of your organization is displayed after the text Dashboard 

Organizer name 

Your name as it is given in your profile is displayed. 

Active since 

The date at which your organization has gone live is displayed here. 

Last login  

The last time you login is displayed here. 

Go live and entity add bar 

 



 

Go live 

When you are ready to go live with your organization, you can click this button. You will be prompted with the following popup. 

 

If you confirm, you will be logged out of your organization account and sign-in page is displayed. You will not be able to sign-in to your organization account 

until you pay the organization go-live fee that is mentioned in our pricing page. 

The organizer can go live at any time by clicking the button ‘Go Live’ from the organization home page.  The following points must be noted. 

1. All the test data will be deleted including any engagements and or facilities created. 

2. Organization and organizer records will be maintained. 

3. All your test members become live members of LetUsBook but they will not become your organization members by default. 

4. You will be signed out of your organization and signed in to your membership. 

5. Your organization will be put on hold 

6. You need to pay the organization setup fee in order to sign-in to your organization. 



If the organizer does not go live within the testing period, all the test data will be deleted the day after the last testing date. The organization will be then put 

on hold until the organizer pays the organization setup fee from his member login. 

Go dead 

If you do not want to go live with your organization, you can click the button go dead. The following popup is displayed. As we strive to give excellent services 

to all our organizers, we would like to know the reasons for you not going live with your organization. Your feedback is used by our team to address any 

complaints in your feedback or improve on the suggestion you may provide. 

If you still do not want to go live, we will delete your organization and your member account will go live. Your membership account will be charged with a no-go 

live fee as described in our pricing page. The no go-live fee will be applied to your member account as soon as your member account balance is equal or more 

than the no go-live fee. 

 

If you do not go live or dead, your organization account will be automatically deleted once the testing period is expired.  



Test drive time left 

At any point in time during your test drive, you can see the time left for you to complete the test drive. If you want more time for test drive, you can contact 

LetUsBook. 

Add new member 

If you want to add a new member to your organization, click this button. The following popup is displayed. 

 

Mobile number is mandatory 

If the member already exists in LetUsBook, you need to enter only the mobile number else enter first name and Email ID also though not mandatory. 



You will have to complete an OTP process with the member to add him as your organization member. Advise the member to remember the OTP because that is 

the default password for the member to sign-in to his membership. 

If the OTP is not received, you can try to add the member again or contact LetUsBook. You can also check ‘Unconfirmed members’ link available under 

Members menu. From there you can send an SMS again to the member to confirm his membership. 

If the person is not already a member of LetUsBook, he will be added as a member of LetUsBook and then added as a member of your organization.  

Your organization registration fee (if any) is not automatically charged to the member. You will have to request the member to transfer the money to your 

organization and then you can mark him as ‘Registration fee paid’ from your member search screen. 

Add new engagement 

If you want to add a new engagement, you can click this link. The following screen is displayed. 

 



You must choose between activity and event. An engagement will be created in initiated status. After creating the engagement, you will be taken to the 

engagement home page where you can maintain the engagement. 

Unlike for a facility, you pay the setup fee for the engagement is paid only at the time of activating the engagement. 

Refer the ‘engagements’ section to know more about engagements.  

Types 

Event 

In events, you can create more than one ticket but you cannot have multiple sessions. But, event session can run into multiple days. Events are best suited for 

engagements that do not have various activities that need to be priced and controlled differently. 

Activity 

In activities, you cannot create more than one ticket but you can create multiple sessions for the activity with a date, price and ticket count for each session. 

You cannot have multiple sessions on a single day. Activities are best suited for engagements that run into many days with various activities on each day. 

Once you create an engagement, you will be taken to the engagement home page where you can update it with the details. 

 

Adding new facility 

You can add new facility to your organization, by clicking the link ‘Add a facility’.  The following screen is displayed. 



 

Your organization wallet must have a minimum available balance that is equal or more than the facility setup fee to create a new facility. After paying the 

facility setup fee, you will be taken to the facility home page where you can update your facility with the details before activating it. 

When a facility is created it will be in the initiated status and is not visible online to members.  

Created facility will be immediately listed under ‘Our facilities’. From there also facility dashboard can be accessed. 

 

Today’s facility reservations 

In this section of the dashboard you can see all the reservations from all your facilities with the activity date of today.  



 

View All 

When you click view all button, facility reservations search screen is displayed 

Member 

When you click on the member name, member search screen with the member selected and searched. 

Facility 

When you click on the facility name, the facility dashboard page displayed. 

Reservation ID 

When you click reservation ID, you can see the details of the reservation in a popup. 

Latest facility bookings 

In this section latest 20 facility bookings are displayed in the reverse chronological order. 

 

View All 

When you click view all button, facility bookings search screen is displayed 



Member 

When you click on the member name, member search screen with the member selected and searched. 

Facility 

When you click on the facility name, the facility dashboard page displayed. 

Booking ID 

When you click booking ID, you can see the details of the booking in a popup. 

Latest account transactions 

The last 20 financial transactions of your organization account are displayed in the reverse chronological order. 

 

View All 

When you click view all button, you will be taken to your organization financial transactions page. 

New members 

The last 20 members of your organization are displayed in the reverse chronological order in which they are joined. 



 

View All 

When you click view all button, you will be taken to organization member search screen. 

Member 

When you click on the member name, member search screen with the member selected and searched. 

Latest organization messages 

The latest 20 organization messages are displayed in this section. 

 

Performed by 

The name of your employee who has performed this function 



Member 

Name of the member for whom the function was performed. 

Organization menu 
The organization menu is displayed below. 



 

Landing 

While clicking this link, the main home page of LetUsBook is displayed.  



Organization dashboard 

You can easily access the organization dashboard by clicking this link. 

Organization 

Organization display 

Here you can see how your organization will be displayed on the web site. The following are different screens 

Description 

Your organization description is displayed here. 



 

 



Location 

 

 

The address, directions and map of your organization is displayed here. 

 



Contacts 

 

 

Your customer care contact information is displayed here. 

 



Gallery 

 

Any images of your organization that you have loaded are displayed here. 



Reviews 

 

The reviews that your members have written on your organization are displayed here. 

 



Engagements 

 

All your engagements are displayed here in current and past tabs. 



Facilities 

 

All your facilities are displayed here. 

 



 

Organization update 

You maintain your organization details here. 

Organization activation 

After entering all the relevant information, an organization has to be activated before members can be added; engagements and facilities can be created. There 

will be an ‘Activate’ button in the beginning but after the organization is activated, the button disappears and the status becomes ‘Active’. 

Organization hold 

LetUsBook can place an organization on hold with or without a reason. Once on hold, its members cannot interact with the organization. While organizer will 

still be able to sign-in, not all functions are enabled on a held organization. Once hold, the organization status will show as ‘Hold’ 

Basic information 

Here you need to add a name for your organization. Add a URL. 



 

Organization type 

If you are an individual, select individual else select organization 

Web site 

If you have a web site, you can add it here. 



Organization mobile number 

Enter the mobile number in which you want to receive SMS from LetUsBook. This is the mobile number LetUsBook used to contact you. Your members will not 

be seeing this number. 

Organization Email ID 

Enter the Email ID in which you want to receive emails from LetUsBook. Your members will not be seeing this Email Id. 

Organization category 

You can select a category that is appropriate for your organization. This is used to classify your organization. You can modify this at any time. 

Organization URL 

Enter a text that you want to appear in the URL of a web browser after the text https://letusbook.letusgroupofinitiatives.in/organizations/. When your 

organization is displayed, the URL that will be shown on the browser will be with this string.  

Organization title 

This text will be shown in the web browser heading when your organization display page is displayed. 

Key words 

Enter three single words that best describes your organization such as ‘League’, ‘Training’, ‘Facility’ etc. This information is used for search engine optimization 

so that your organization shows up when people search the web using these key words. These key words are also used within LetUsBook to list your 

organization while members search organizations using key words. 

 

Description 

Enter a description about your organization. You can highlight lines, colour and sectionalise as required. You can also add images and videos. 

 

https://letusbook.letusgroupofinitiatives.in/organizations/


 



Addresses and contacts 

Here you specify your customer care information. You can also choose your organization address from a list of addresses you have created in Addresses 

section. 

 

Note: When your organization is first created, a default address with location that of Technopark, Trivandrum will be created with the name ‘Organization 

default address’. You can modify this address from the addresses section with the correct latitude, longitude, address, pin code etc. 

Manage – when you click you will be taken to the address management screen. 

Gallery 

 

 



 

In the galley section you upload two images for your organization. One is called banner image and the other is called card image. You can also upload various 

images of your organization. 

Note:  All the uploaded images have to go through an approval process. Any inappropriate images will be immediately removed and your organization may be 

barred from using LetUsBook further. A legal action may be pursued by LetUsBook if inappropriate images are uploaded. 



 Unlike other data, images are not deleted when your organization is moved from test mode to live mode. So, we advise you to double check your 

uploaded images after you go live to make sure they are appropriate and relevant to your organization. 

Banner image 

You upload a banner JPEG image of the size specified. This image is displayed at the top section of the organization home page which is viewed by visitors to 

your page within LetUsBook.  A banner image sample is given below 

 

Card image 

You upload a card JPEG image of the size specified. This image is displayed when your organization is displayed on the LetUsBook landing page or search page 

when visitors search for organization and your organization comes within that search. A sample is given below. 



 

Gallery images 

You can upload various images related to your organizations. These images will be displayed on the organization display page for visitors to see when they 

access your organization home page. 

KYC 

This is the section where you maintain the KYC information of your organization. 



 

Here you need to enter GST number if available. Pan and Aadhaar are must. If you have a registered organization, you can enter the registration ID here.If you 

are selecting organization, you must provide your organization registration details as part of KYC verification, in addition to other documents. If you are an 

individual organizer, you need to provide PAN and Aadhaar at a minimum. 

Upload clear images of your documents for verification. Select the document type from the drop-down and click upload. 



You can upload these documents while your organization is in the testing phase. We will complete the KYC formalities during the course of your testing and 

when you are ready to go live we will also be ready with KYC approval.  

Note: Unlike your organization KYC records will not be deleted when your organization goes live. 

Bank info 

Please enter your bank information correctly here. We do not verify the authenticity of your bank account and payments to you are sent to these accounts. Any 

complaint regarding non-receipt of payments because of wrong account information is not entertained at all. 

 



Settings 

 

 



If you want to receive an SMS for every credit and debit to your account, you can opt for this service. When you opt, your account must have a minimum 

balance equal to the SMS charge shown. Your account will be debited with the amount the next day provided your account has the balance needed. If your 

account does not have the balance, we will keep trying to debit your account every day until successful or you change the setting to switch off the SMS 

notification. 

Public registration – If you do not want anyone to become a member of your organization through LetUsBook web site, you can check this option. If you do, 

only you can add someone as a member of your organization. 

Member registration fee – If there is a registration fee you can enter it here. If you allow public registration and if there is a registration fee, one has to pay the 

registration fee to become a member of your organization. 

Facility GST rate – If you manage any facility, you can enter the GST rate of that facility here. When members book a facility, they will be charged a GST 

according to this rate. 

Maximum hours allowed in a single facility booking – Members cannot book more than the hours specified here in a single booking in a single facility. However, 

this limit will not be in effect if organizer book sessions for members. 

Maximum open facility hours allowed per member – you can set a limit on the maximum number of open booking hours allowed per member per facility. For 

example if you set this limit to 20, member cannot book another session in the same facility if he already has 20 hours of bookings open. However, this limit will 

not be in effect if organizer book sessions for members. 

Reschedule across same type facilities allowed – if this option is checked, members can reschedule a reservation once to any other facility of the same type of 

the same organization. For example if you have two shuttle courts, and if member has a reservation in one court, he can reschedule his reservation to the 

second court if he wants to. 

Reschedule across different type facilities allowed – if this option is checked, members can reschedule a reservation once to any other facility of the same 

organization. For example if you have one shuttle court and one soccer field, and if member has a reservation in the court, he can reschedule his reservation to 

the soccer field if he wants to. 

Reschedule across organization allowed – if this option is checked, members can reschedule a reservation once from your facility to a facility that belongs to a 

different organization. 

Members can reschedule a reservation only once but an organizer can reschedule a reservation any number of times. In the reservation list screen, a column 

indicates how many times a reservation has been rescheduled. 



Social media 

Social media information of your organization can be given here. This information is displayed on your organization card and banner. 

 

 

Facilities 

Our facilities 

All your facilities are listed here with its current statuses 



 

Mobile focus 

If you want your facility to be listed in the home page of a member on mobile app, you can turn this on. Each time you click an additional day is added to 

display duration.  

Once you opt, your facility banner image (Facility -> Update -> Images -Banner) will be chosen to display on the mobile devices. So, if you opt for mobile display, 

make sure your banner is current and relevant. You can change your banner any number of times. If you want us to maintain banner for you, there may be a 

charge for it. 

There is a fee not less than 10 rupees per day for showing your banner on mobile home page. Please refer our pricing page for details. 

Account transactions 

By selecting this option, you can see all the financial transactions related to this facility 

Activating a facility 

Once all the details are updated, a facility must be activated to make it visible online. Make sure you have updated all the required information because 

updating a facility without it can cause data problems. Also, if you want to upload the existing availability details of your facility, you must contact LetUsBook to 

upload that data before activating your facility. 

Booking search 

You can search your facility bookings using search criteria here. Please see booking process under facilities section for more details of how bookings are made 

in facilities. 



 

Fields 

Hours booked - The total number of hours booked in this booking. 

Facility fee - The base facility fee for the session as per the fee you mentioned in the session maintenance. 

Discount - Any total discount applied to this booking. This can be custom discount or coupon discount. 

Member fee - Member fee is facility fee less discount. This is the facility fee the member has paid. 

GST - The GST charged to the member for the member fee based on the GST rate you have set on the organization update page. 



If there are still reservations with activity dates in future, the booking is considered as open. Once all the reservations of a booking are passed, the status is 

updated to complete. 

Actions 

Reservations 

Clicking on this icon, you can see all the reservations of the booking. 

Hyperlinks 

Member ID - When clicking on Member ID, all the bookings of the member are displayed. 

Facility ID - When clicking on Facility ID, all the booking for the facility are displayed. 

Booking ID - When clicking on Booking ID, a popup with all the details of the booking is shown. 

Member - When clicking on Member, member search screen with the member ID filled and searched is displayed. 

Facility - When clicking on Facility, the dashboard of the facility is shown. 

Reservation search 

You can search your facility reservations from here using various search criteria. The following are the possible actions you can perform on reservation record. 



 

Fields 

Total fee - the total fee including GST. 

Paid fee - part of total fee that is already paid. 

Remaining fee - total fee less the paid fee. This is the total amount the member owes to the facility. 

Refunded fee - the fee that is refunded out of the total fee. 

Rescheduled - this field indicates how many times this reservation has been rescheduled. 

Invoice status - the invoice status of the reservation. Check facility invoice processing section for more details. 



Actions 

Cancel 

By clicking this icon, you can cancel a reservation with or without a refund. 

 

The refund cannot exceed the remaining amount. The amount shown is the fee the member has paid for the reservation excluding the GST. When a refund 

amount is entered, the system calculated GST refund and the total refund amount is transferred from the organization wallet to the member wallet. This 

means the organization account must have sufficient available balance to process a refund.  

The online refunded amount then can be offline refunded to the member from the organization-members screen using the offline payment action. 

Note: if the session is hosted, the hosting must be cancelled before the reservation can be cancelled. 



When the reservation is cancelled, the session is made available and if there are any wait-listing for the session, it will be processed immediately. 

Request cancellation 

By clicking this icon, you can place a reservation on cancel pending. As an organizer, a reservation can be placed on cancel pending even if you have set cancel 

pending not allowed on your facility settings page.  

Cancel pending is the process of placing a reservation in cancel queue. This is how it works. 

When a reservation is placed on cancel pending, the session is made available in the system so that any member can book that session. If the session gets 

booked, the old reservation is cancelled and the full money is refunded to the member. 

When a reservation is placed in cancel pending, any pooling associated with it is not cancelled until the reservation is cancelled. This means, pooling can still 

continue. 

Cancel pending status of a reservation can be cancelled. When it is done, the reservation becomes active again. 

Refund 

By clicking this icon, you can refund a reservation partially or fully before or after cancellation. 



 

The refund amount should not exceed the remaining amount. The same process that is explained under cancel the reservation for refund applies here also. 

Host this session 

A reservation can be hosted either as private or public. Refer ‘Hosting process’ for more details. 



 

Attach an engagement 

If an organizer wants to conduct an activity, such as training or tournament, at a facility, he can use this feature. First, he must reserve a session at a facility 

(this can be his own or any other facility where facility engagement is allowed). He then comes to his reservation and clicks ‘attach an engagement’ action icon. 

A list of active engagements will be shown. From the list, he can choose an engagement to attach to that reservation. When other members search for sessions 

in facilities, they come across engagements attached to sessions and they can access the link to book tickets for those engagements. 



 

Reschedule 

Organizers can reschedule a reservation any number of times before the invoice for the activity day is created. This is true even if rescheduling is set as not 

allowed in the settings page of the facility. 

Basically, in reschedule, the ‘Paid fee’ is refunded from the old reservation and is considered in the due amount required for the new reservation.  

When you click reschedule, the following screen is displayed from where you can filter and select a session you want reschedule to. This screen is nothing but 

single session booking screen with the heading just changed to ‘Reservation Rescheduling’ 



 



 

You can reschedule the reservation to any of your facilities unlike member who can reschedule to other facilities only according to your facility settings. 

The following screen is the rescheduling screen. 

The refund amount from the existing reservation is highlighted in red box. 

 

 

Add add-ons 

Organizers can add add-ons, such as snacks, racket rentals etc., to facility reservations.  



 

If member has given permission for the organizer to debit his wallet, the money from member wallet is also considered along with any money member is giving 

to the organizer at onsite. 

If member is giving more money than what is required to book add-ons, the excess money is transferred from organization wallet to member wallet. This 

means organization wallet must have sufficient balance to transfer the excess amount. 

Note: you cannot add a GST if your GSTIN information is not yet verified by LetUsBook. 



Add-ons 

All the add-ons added to a reservation can be seen here. This is explained more under ‘Facility management’ 

Hyperlinks 

Member ID - When clicking on Member ID, all the bookings of the member are displayed. 

Facility ID - When clicking on Facility ID, all the booking for the facility are displayed. 

Booking ID - When clicking on Booking ID, booking search screen with the booking ID selected and searched is shown. 

Reservation ID - When clicking on Booking ID, reservation search screen with all the reservations of the booking is shown. 

Member - When clicking on Member, member search screen with the member ID filled and searched is displayed. 

Facility - When clicking on Facility, the dashboard of the facility is shown. 

Wait-listing search 

All the wait-listing in all the facilities is given here. All the open wait-listings are given plus the number of records, based on the settings on the user profile, 

prior to the current date. Please refer facility wait-listing section for more details. 

 



Fields 

Wait-list status – The current status of the wait-list.  

Hosting – The current hosting flag.  

Minute notice – The number of minute notice the member needed before the wait-listing is confirmed. 

Actions 

Update – the number of minute can be updated before the wait-list is processed. 

Delete – the wait-list can be deleted. 

Switch hosting option – Hosting options can be No, public hosting and private hosting. By keep clicking this icon, the option can be rotated between these three 

values. 

Hyperlinks 

Member ID - When clicking on Member ID, all the bookings of the member are displayed. 

Facility ID - When clicking on Facility ID, all the booking for the facility are displayed. 

Member - When clicking on Member, member search screen with the member ID filled and searched is displayed. 

Facility - When clicking on Facility, the dashboard of the facility is shown. 

Pooling search 

Organizers are allowed to see the poolings of members. The data is displayed in inner and outer levels. Outer level gives the details of the pooling where the 

inner gives the details of the players who are pooling.  



 

Filter 

First level filter – The first combo pre-fixed with your organization ID but the default search is done by date. If you want to see all your organization pooling 

including past and future, you can select the first radio button. But remember, fetching too much data can slow down the system. 

Second level filter – You can choose among session status, pooling status, active or all. 

Fields on focus 

Session status – this is the status of the session. Possible values are open, pooling and reserved. 

Open – when all the players who have pooled are withdrawn 



Pooling – at least one player is pooling 

Reserved – when the team is formed 

Fee held – this is the fee held from the player because he is currently pooled. This amount is not yet deducted from his wallet. 

Fee paid – this is the fee paid by the player. 

Notice minutes – This is the minimum minute notice required by the player before the team is formed. 

Pooling status – this is the status of individual pooling. Possible values are pooling, withdrawn and reserved. 

Actions 

Cancel the pooling 

Organizer can cancel a public pooling with or without a reason. The session is then immediately put on unavailable status. 

Broadcast 

If you have to send a message to all the pooling players, you can use this function. 

Withdraw 

At a player level, you can withdraw a player from the pooling. Since this is a member function, you must need member permission to withdraw. 

Whisper 

If you want to send a message just to one player, you can use whisper feature. 

Pool 

If you want to perform any pooling function for the player, you can use this feature.  

Facility income 

Facility income can be viewed using the following two reports 

Facility income by date 

Here, the income details of your facilities based on the filter criteria selected is displayed by date. 



Filter 

First level filter - Since you have come from organization dashboard the all option is selected by default. If you want, you can display report by facility also. 

Second level filter – Here you can specify a date range or all 

Fields on focus 

Invoice status – invoice status of the facility for the date. 

Facility fee – total fee that is charged to the member including facility fee and any add-on fee. 

Discount – any discount awarded. Add-ons don’t have discounts 

Member fee – this is the sum of facility fee less any discount plus the add-on price. That is the total price the member has paid before GST. 

Paid fee – the fee that member has paid out of the total fee. 

Refunded – Total amount that is refunded including facility fee and add-on fee refund. 

Income – paid fee less refunded is your net income 

Commission – the LetUsBook’s commission on your net income. Refer our pricing page for our general commission rate. If you have received any special rate 

from us, the commission will be based on that rate. Every day system charges this commission for each facility and for each day to your account after the 

invoice-open days 

GSTL – The GST on the commission. This is your GST on the commission we charged you. 

TCS (Tax collected at the source) – as per the statutory requirements, we, as a service provider is expected to collect tax from you for your net income and 

submitted to the authority. 

 



 

Actions 

Facility income by session – by clicking this you can view income record of all the reservation of the date by sessions. 

Download – you can download the data into an excel sheet, format and can take print outs. 

Facility income by session 

Here, the income details of your facilities based on the filter criteria selected is displayed by session. 

 



 

Filter 

First level filter - Since you have come from organization dashboard the all option is selected by default. If you want, you can display report by facility also. 

Second level filter – Here you can specify a date range or all 

Fields on focus 

Invoice status – invoice status of the facility for the date. 

Facility fee – total fee that is charged to the member including facility fee and any add-on fee. 



Discount – any discount awarded. Add-ons don’t have discounts 

Member fee – this is the sum of facility fee less any discount plus the add-on price. That is the total price the member has paid before GST. 

Paid fee – the fee that member has paid out of the total fee. 

Refunded – Total amount that is refunded including facility fee and add-on fee refund. 

Income – paid fee less refunded is your net income 

Commission – the LetUsBook’s commission on your net income. Refer our pricing page for our general commission rate. If you have received any special rate 

from us, the commission will be based on that rate.  

GSTL – The GST on the commission. This is your GST on the commission we charged you. 

TCS (Tax collected at the source) – as per the statutory requirements, we, as a service provider is expected to collect tax from you for your net income and 

submitted to the authority. 

Note: commission, GSTL and TCS are charged to organizer account only per facility per day after the invoice-open days. 

Actions 

Facility income by session – by clicking this you can view income record of all the reservation of the date by sessions. 

Download – you can download the data into an excel sheet, format and can take print outs. 

Engagements 

Our engagements 

All the engagements are given in four different tabs based on the engagement statuses. Refer ‘Engagements’ section for more details on engagement 

management. 



 

Bookings 

All the bookings of the engagement can be seen by clicking this icon 

Add-ons 

All the add-ons of the engagement can be seen by clicking this icon 

Attendees 

All the attendees of the engagement can be seen by clicking this icon. 

Income 

Engagement income by engagement can be seen by clicking this icon 

Transactions 

All the engagement financial transactions can be seen by clicking this icon 

Booking search 

All the bookings at the organization level can be searched from this screen. You can search by date or search all the bookings of the organization.  



 

Filter 

Since you have come from organization dashboard the all option is selected by default. If you want, you can display report by engagement also. 

If you search by date, all the bookings on or after the specified date are displayed. This is useful feature if you have multiple engagements going on at the same 

time and want to see bookings from all the engagements within a time period. 

If you use all, bookings from all the active engagement are shown. If you want to see bookings of completed engagements, you will have to go the engagement 

home page and search. 

Fields on focus 

Booking status – active if there is at least one ticket in non-cancelled status. If all the tickets are cancelled, the status changed to cancelled. 

Total price – This is the price the member has paid after any discount is applied including GST. 

Session status – the status of the activity session of the engagement.  

Withheld price – this is the price LetUsBook has withheld from the booking. This amount is released when the session is closed. 

Refunded price – Total price of the booking that is refunded. Refunded can be done at ticket level or booking level. 



Actions 

Add-ons 

A list of add-ons attached to this booking is displayed.  

 

Cancel & refund 

Add-ons can be cancelled and or refunded. The following screen appears. 



 

Cancel and refund 

Booking as a whole can be cancelled and or refunded fully or partially.  

Organizers can access this icon to refund and or cancel a booking. The following screen is displayed.  

Enter the refund amount.  The amount of refund to be issued that should be equal or less than the remaining ticket amount. 

If the booking is to be cancelled, check the check box ‘Cancel the booking’. If the remaining ticket count is to be increased by the ticket count of the booking, 

check the box ‘Release the tickets’  

Organization wallet must have sufficient money to process the refund including any GST refund. Organizers can add money to their wallet online at any time if 

their wallet is short of money to perform any functions. 

 



 

Here, you can process both cancellation and refund. If you want to cancel the booking, check the checkbox. Enter the amount you want to refund and process. 

The organization wallet must have sufficient available balance to process the net refund that includes GST refund also. 

Attendees 

The attendee information is given here. If attendees need not be identified at the gate of the venue (set at engagement settings screen), then there will be one 

attendee record for the booking no matter how many tickets are booked otherwise there will be as many number of tickets as attendee records in this screen. 



 

Actions 

Transfer 

If transfer is allowed in the engagement settings, the member can transfer ticket to anyone. The following screen is displayed. 



 

Enter the required information and add an optional message and transfer the ticket.  

Ticket cancel 

The ticket can be cancelled individually. For bulk booking without individual attendees need to be identified, cancelling the ticket is same as cancelling the 

booking from booking search screen. 

A refund can be issued when cancelling the ticket. Optionally the cancelled ticket can be choose to be released and in which case remaining ticket count is 

increased by the number of tickets booked. 



 

Resend tickets 

Resend tickets is required only for tickets that have QR coding enabled at individual attendee level. After answering the questionnaire, member must click this 

icon in order for every attendee to receive a copy of their QR code. 

Add add-ons 

Add-ons can still be added to a booking even after the booking is made. The following screen appears. 



 

The member wallet must have sufficient available balance and the member must have given permission to the organizer to debit member wallet in order to 

add an add-on to a booking by an organizer. 

Send message to the selected attendees 

Member or organizer can send message to the selected attendees. First check the cheek boxes against the attendees to whom the message is to be send and 

then click the send message button. Send message screen will appear where you can fill the message. You do not have to specify about the engagement or 

ticket as it will be filled in by the system 

Income at booking level  

The engagement income at booking level is available from this link, 



Wait-listing search 

All the engagement active wait-listings at organization level can be seen here. If you want to see processed and or deleted wait listing, you will have to go by 

engagement from engagement home page. 

 

Actions 

Update 

The wait-list entry can be updated. The following screen appears 



 

You can modify the number of tickets requested, coupon code and the minimum minute notice the member require before the wait-list is confirmed. You can 

also decide on whether the wait-list should be processed only if all the tickets requested are available. 



Delete 

If member request, the wait-list can be deleted. 

Pre-order search 

The pre-orders at the organization level can be searched from this screen. 

 

Focus fields 

Total due - This is the total amount due (ticket price and add-on price) before any discount that may be applicable at the time of processing the pre-order. 

Total price - This is the total price of tickets and add-ons plus the applicable GST. 

Member account balance - This is the current account balance of the member. This will give an indication whether the pre-order can be processed successfully 

or not and accordingly you can send messages to him reminding about the lack of fund in the account. 



Action 

Delete 

The pre-order can be deleted. 

Engagement income 

By booking 

Engagement income at booking level for all the engagements of the organization can be seen here. If the date option is selected, income at booking level for 

duration can be seen here. 

 

Fields on focus 

Total price – total price that is charged to the member including ticket price and any add-on price. 

Discount – any discount awarded. Add-ons don’t have discounts 

Member price – this is the sum of ticket price less any discount plus the add-on price. That is the total price the member has paid before GST. 



Refunded – Total amount that is refunded from ticket price and add-on price. 

Booking fee – if organizer is paying the booking fee, the amount comes here else it will not come. 

Income – Member price minus refunded minus booking fee is your net income. 

Commission – the LetUsBook’s commission on your net income. Refer our pricing page for our general commission rate. If you have received any special rate 

from us, the commission will be based on that rate. Commission is charged to each session of the engagement after 3 days of closing the session. 

GSTL – The GST on the commission. This is your GST on the commission we charged you. 

TCS (Tax collected at the source) – as per the statutory requirements, we, as a service provider is expected to collect tax from you for your net income and 

submitted to the authority. 

Actions 

Income by engagement 

Total income at engagement level can be accessed from here 

By engagement 

Engagement income at engagement level for each engagement can be seen here. If organization is selected, all the engagement from the beginning is listed. 

You can also search within duration by selecting the date option. 



 

Fields on focus 

Total price – total price that is charged to the member including ticket price and any add-on price. 

Discount – any discount awarded. Add-ons don’t have discounts 

Member price – this is the sum of ticket price less any discount plus the add-on price. That is the total price the member has paid before GST. 

Refunded – Total amount that is refunded from ticket price and add-on price. 

Booking fee – if organizer is paying the booking fee, the amount comes here else it will not come. 

Income – Member price minus refunded minus booking fee is your net income. 

Commission – the LetUsBook’s commission on your net income. Refer our pricing page for our general commission rate. If you have received any special rate 

from us, the commission will be based on that rate. Commission is charged to each session of the engagement after 3 days of closing the session. 

GSTL – The GST on the commission. This is your GST on the commission we charged you. 



TCS (Tax collected at the source) – as per the statutory requirements, we, as a service provider is expected to collect tax from you for your net income and 

submitted to the authority. 

Actions 

Income by booking 

Total income for the engagement by each booking can be seen here. 

Financials 

Account transactions 

Account transactions 

This screen lists the transactions of your wallet in reverse chronological order. 



 

Each line shows the time and date of the transaction, the type of transaction and its reference number, a description of the transaction and who initiated it. It 

also shows its status as active or reversed. 



Account balance 

This is your current account balance. All this money belongs to you. 

Available balance 

This is the money currently available for any transactions. If the following situations exist, your available balance can be less than your account balance. 

1. You have made a request for pay-out (online payment) from your account. When you request a pay-out, the requested amount is removed from the 

available balance. When the payment is processed, the amount will be deducted from your account balance also making both account and available 

balance same. 

2. When you make an online payment to your account 1.99% of the payment amount is withheld from your account as online payment gateway fee. 

When the actual payment fee is applied, this amount is removed from the available balance. 

3. If there is a minimum balance requirement for the member account, your available balance will be less this amount. 

4. If overdraw is allowed for a member account, it will be added to the available balance. 

Overdraw limit 

Sometimes organizations can be allowed to overdraw their account. This is the amount they can overdraw from their account. 

Minimum account balance 

An account can be requested to maintain a minimum balance by LetUsBook.  

Unsettled payment amount 

This is the amount that is withheld from the wallet but not yet deducted. Examples are when online payment is made; a percentage is withheld as gateway 

transaction fee until the actual fee is applied. 

Unsettled receipt amount 

This is the credit that is not yet applied to the wallet. One example is when a member gives a cheque to LetUsBook; the amount is not credited to the wallet 

until it is cleared from the bank. 

Credit my account 

You can enter the amount that you want to credit to your wallet through online payment using your debit or credit cards.  



 

Once you enter the amount and click continue, you will be taken to the payment gateway interface where you can enter the required information to complete 

the payment. 

Online Payment request 

Online payment request is where you are requesting a pay-out of the remaining or part of the balance on your account. 

The payment you can request is your available balance less payment processing fee. You cannot request a custom amount for the payment. 

The payment requests are processed regularly and in most cases members get the amount in their bank account within 2-3 business days. 

Online Receipts and payments 

Here the payments you have made to LetUsBook and the payment LetUsBook has made to you are listed. 



Payments from LetUsBook 

 

These are the payments to you. These payments can be generated from your payment requests or payments directly given to you by without you generating a 

request. Member fee is any payment you will have to pay associated with the payment. 

Payments to LetUsBook 

 

Payments to LetUsBook are the payments you make to LetUsBook. These payments can be the payments you make through ‘Credit organization account’ or 

the payments you make to LetUsBook outside online via cheque or NEFT etc. 

You make payments to LetUsBook from your organization account generally when big refund has to be paid to members but your organization account does 

not have sufficient balance. 



 

 

Offline payments and receipts 

Using this screen organizer can search the offline receipts and payments of your organization with your members. Refer ‘Wallet transactions’ section for more 

details. 

 

The records can be searched by 1) Member ID of the member 2) By the assistant who has handed the offline transaction 3) Date or 4) Type, where offline 

receipt or payment. 



Credit debit notes 

Notes are manual credit or debit transactions added to member accounts for a reason by LetUsBook, mostly to correct an erroneous transaction. Notes are 

mostly added during a dispute with members and organizations.  

 

Members will be informed via Email about the note addition in which the reason for note also would be specified. 

Members 

Member search 

Using this screen you can search your member database. 



 

Filter 

Search by name or mobile – Enter first few letters of member’s first name or last four digits of the mobile number of the member. 

Search by Member ID – You can enter the last digits of a Member ID. For example, if the full Member ID is 100002341, you can simply enter 2341. 

Added since – You can get a list of members who joined your organization since a date. 



From the city – Enter first few letters of the city. System will list all the members from city whose first few letters matches with what is entered. In order for this 

search to work, members must have updated their profile with their address. 

Registration fee not paid – You get a list of all members who have not paid your organization registration fee. If you do not have a registration fee this will list 

your entire members. 

Participation around – you can search members by the number of tickets bought or number of hours booked. The list will include records with +/- 5. 

Spent around - you can search members by the amount they have spent in your organization. The list will include records with amount +/- 100 rupees. 

Held members – Get a list of members currently held. A held member cannot book sessions or tickets in your organizations. 

List all – List all the members of your organization. 

Actions 

Add a new member 

Click the + green icon on the top right hand corner.  

To add a new member you have to go through an OTP process. This means you cannot add a member without your consent except in bulk member uploading. 

Mobile number, first name and Email Id are mandatory. Authenticity of Email ID is not verified. Click Send OTC to member. Request your member to pass on 

the OTC to you. Enter it in the next screen to complete the add process. If OTP is not received you can request to resent it again. If still not working, you can try 

after some time or give us a call. 

Once successfully added, the record will appear at the top of the member search screen. 

Profile 

Here you can see the profile of your member with his bank information. 



 

Bank information 



 

Notes 

If you want to jot down some notes regarding the member, you can use this feature. Reminders such pending payments or refund etc. 

 

Receipts and payment 

By clicking this icon, you can see all the offline receipts and payments of the member with your organization. 



Mark as registration fee paid 

If you have a registration fee for a person to join your organization and if he has paid it indirectly to you, you can use this feature to mark the member as 

registration fee paid. If a member is directly joining your organization, he has to pay your registration fee and in which case he would be mark as registration 

fee paid by the system. But, if you are adding a member, then he would not have to pay the registration fee at the time of adding in order to add him as your 

organization member. You would then request the member to pay the registration fee online from LetUsBook or offline to you directly. If he is making an 

online payment, the registration fee comes to your wallet and he is automatically marked as registration fee paid. If he is making an offline payment to you, 

then you should come here to mark him as registration fee paid. 

Bookings 

Here you can see the following screen from where you can access all his booking with your organization. 

 



Booking stat 

A quick glance at the member’s booking stat is also available. 

 

Offline payment – payment to member 

When clicking this icon, the offline payment screen will be shown where organization can make an offline payment to the member 

Offline payment is a payment an organization makes offline to a member from member wallet in the form of cash or any other mode payment through an OTP 

process. Offline payment is done mostly when a refund is issued to members. 



 

When offline payment is made, money is transferred from member wallet to organization wallet. So, organization cannot pay its members if the member wallet 

does not have sufficient balance. An organization making an offline payment has to go through an OTP confirmation with the member. 

Offline receipt – payment from member 

Offline payment is a payment that a member makes offline to their organizations to credit money to his wallet. When clicking this icon, the offline receipt 

screen will be shown where organizations can enter an offline receipt from the member. 



 

When an offline receipt is made, the money is transferred from organizaiton wallet to member wallet. So an organization cannot accept money from a member 

if the organization avalable wallet balance is less than the money member is giving. 

Refer how wallet functions link from the bottom of the web page for more details. 

The member can pay the organizer as cash or through NEFT or an online card payment from the organizer’s web site.  

Transfer money 

When clicking this icon, the transfer money popup will be shown from where organization can transfer money from the organization wallet to the member 

wallet. 



 

Send message 

By checking the checkbox on the left side of the member record and then clicking the button ‘Send message’ you can send personalised message to any of your 

members. You can select more than one member if you want to send a public message. 

 



Unconfirmed members 

Here you can see list of unconfirmed member registrations of your organization including those members whom you have mass uploaded but not confirmed 

yet.  

 

Send OTP 

You can send activation SMS again to members and receive the OTP from them and confirm his membership. LetUsBook keep sending Email membership 

activation Emails regularly for 10 days with one day gap so that the member can activate their memberships through Email after which the unconfirmed sign in 

record will be deleted. 

Delete 

If you no more require the member to be added to your organization, you can delete it. 

Upload existing members 

If you already have a member base and want to load all those members into LetUsBook, you can use this feature from your organization home page. 

You must create a CSV file with headings FirstName, MobileNum and EmailId and upload the file through the above mentioned link. 



 

The maximum number of members you can upload at a time is 250 and maximum number of unconfirmed members allowed is 500.  

All the uploaded records will be immediately visible in the link ‘Unconfirmed members’ under Members menu. 

You can send activation SMS to members from the above screen and receive OTP from members to activate their membership instantly. 

Unconfirmed sign-up records will be deleted after 30 days. 

Addresses 

Organizations can maintain as many addresses as they want.  



 

Adding a new address  

Click on the green + sign at the top of the screen. When you do, a dummy address record is created and it will be immediately displayed at the top of the 

screen. When a new address is added it will be in an initiated status. While an initiated address exists you cannot add another address until you update the 

initiated address.  

Initiated address will have a default location which can be updated. 

Updating an address  

Before updating the address, drag and fix the correct location of your address. As you do this, you can see the latitude and longitude of the location changes. 

Once you fix the location proceed to update the address. The latitude and longitude will not get updated until you update the address with the details. 

Click on the update button. The following screen displays 



 

Address line 1 – enter clear first line information of your address. Enter it in such a way that you will be able to identify this address while just looking at the 

first line because this is the line we displays in a drop-down wherever you need to select an address such as engagement, facilities etc. 

Address line 2 and 3. Enter supplementary information for your address 

Address line 4 – This field is not updatable. Name of the place of the address will be displayed once you select your location after entering the pin code of the 

address. 

Enter landline and mobile number of your address if you want to. Your members may contact you at this numbers. One example is if you have an engagement 

with multiple sessions at different locations, and if a member who booked for one of those sessions has questions, they can contact you at this numbers not at 

the customer care numbers given in your profile. 



Landmark – give a popular landmark to help members reach your place 

Directions – you can also give clear directions to reach your place 

Pin code – enter the correct pin code of the address. A pin code may be associated with more than one place and so you need to set the city of your address 

correctly. The following screen displays 

From here, you select a city that closely matches your location. If you think your city is not listed here, you can contact LetUsBook. 

Once you select a city and return to your address screen, the following information of your address will be displayed correctly. 

Deleting an address 

If you don’t need an address you can delete it. When you delete an address, you can no more use it in the new entities you create. The old entities where you 

have used the address previously will continue to display the deleted addresses. Deleted addresses can be made active again. 

Messages 

Here you can see all the actions of your employees and LetUsBook on your organization. You can filter them using date and count. 

 



Employees 

You can add assistants to help you with your day to day activities of your engagements or facilities. 

 

Adding a new assistant 

The assistant must be a member of your organization before he can be added as your assistant. To add an assistant, enter his Member ID and first name. An 

assistant cannot be an assistant of more than one organization at the same time. 

 

Holding an assistant 

You can hold and assistant so that he cannot login as an assistant and manage your organization functions. Click on hold again will release the hold. 



Settle amount 

Your assistant may have collected offline receipt from your members while he is on duty. Unsettled cash amount will be shown against his assistant record. 

Once you collect the cash from him, you must click settle amount icon so that the amount is reset to zero. 

Offline transactions 

You can see all the offline transactions the assistant has made by clicking this icon. 

Assistant actions 

You know what the functions your assistant has performed for a given time frame. This is useful to know the activities of assistants online. 

Assistant permissions 

For each assistant you can maintain his permission for various functions using this screen. You can turn off and on permissions. 

 



Caution: Permissions for functions under system need to be tuned on with caution as the assistant gets full privilege. 

My testimonial 

Here you can enter your testimonial on LetUsBook and you can maintain it at any time. 

 

Reviews 

Here, you can see the reviews of your organization given by your members 

Facility holidays 

In this screen, you can mention the holidays. These days are used only for calculating the holiday rates of your facility not as your facility holidays. 

Note: Remember to fill in holidays regularly preferably six months in advance. Holidays are used to determine session rates while sessions are created in 

advance for the number of days mentioned in the facility settings. Even after sessions are created, its rates can be updated with holiday rates on the fly if 

needed. Situations such as new holiday are declared or a hartal day etc. are examples. 



 

 

That being said, for custom bookings made by members and single bookings made by the organizer will take the current holiday into effect from the moment 

the holiday is added. 

Try to avoid adding and deleting holidays very often as it caused strain on the system. 

 

 



  



Member management 
An individual who wants to interact with your organization must first become a member of LetUsBook. As an organizer, you can add a new member to your 

organization from your organization home page by clicking the link ‘Add a new member’. If the member you are adding is not already a member of LetUsBook, 

he will be added as a LetUsBook member and as your organization member. 

A LetUsBook member can become a member of your organization by clicking the icon on your organization home page. If you allow public registration, he will 

immediately become a member of your organization.  

If there is a registration fee requirement, the new member has to pay the fee before he can become your member. 

After you sign in to your organization, you can access Member search menu under Members menu to manage your members. Member management is 

explained in detail under organization menu section. 

For whom check 
When you book tickets or sessions for your members, the following pop-up appears. Here you need to identify the member for whom you are booking. You can 

enter the mobile number of the last digits of the member ID. For example if the member ID is 100000234, then you can simply enter 234. You can also enter 

any money that the member is passing on to you. 

 



You can make bookings only for the exiting members of your organization. If not, you will have to first add him as your member. The amount that the member 

is passing to you will be credited to his account and the same amount will be deducted from the organization wallet provided the intended action is successfully 

completed. 

If the member is giving more money than what is needed to complete the process, the excess money can be credited to the member wallet only if the same 

amount is available in the organization wallet. Please refer the link ‘How wallet functions’ on our web site. 

If you simply want to accept money from your member, you can use the action icon ‘Offline receipt’ from the member management screen. 

Engagements 
Organizer creates an engagement by clicking the link ‘Add new engagement’ from the organization home page. 

Engagement dashboard 

Header 

 

Pre bookings 

The stat for pre-booking period is shown here. They are the number of members who have shown interest, committed and pre-ordered. 

Post booking 

The stat for pre-booking period is shown here. They are the number of tickers booked, wait-listed, members requested to notify and cancelled tickets. 

Sale 

Total income for the engagement, last 14 days and last 7 days are shown here. 



Book Now! 

 

There are two kinds of engagements. 

Forecasting process 

An engagement can be put on forecast mode if the organizer wants to know the demand for his engagement. 

To put your engagement in forecast mode, you must click the ‘Forecast’ button from the engagement update page. This must be done before the engagement 

is confirmed. 

 

Once you place your engagement in forecast mode, members will be able to show interest or commitment to the engagement. In the engagement display 

page, buttons will appear that show ‘Show interest’ and ‘Show commitment’. You can continue to plan on tickets, discounts and add-ons while the engagement 

is in planning state. 



Show interest 

If a member wants to just show interest to the engagement, he can click the ‘Show interest’ button. Last he can come to this page and remove the interest if he 

wants. 

Show commitment 

If you have indicated a commitment fee in your engagement setting page, a show commitment section will appear on the right side of the ‘show interest’ 

section. Those members who want to show commitment to the engagement can click this button. The following popup appears. The member wallet must have 

the balance to pay for the commitment fee. 

Commitment fee is deducted from member wallet and kept with LetUsBook. When the member books at least one ticker for the engagement, the commitment 

fee is refunded to the member.  If the organizer cancels the engagement, the commitment fee will be refunded to the member. If member does not book a 

ticket, the commitment fee will be credited to the organizer wallet. 

Booking process 

Once an engagement is activated, members can pre-order/book/waitlist tickets. When members click the ‘Book now’ button from engagement display screen, 

the following screen comes. 

Ticket listing 

All the tickets for the engagement are shown in the display order you have specified for the tickets. The ticket section will have the ticket colour, ticket name.  



 

Discount status 

If you have opted for showing discount status, the ticket section will also display discount status as shown below. 

When member mouse overs each discount, its validity time frame and the discount details will be shown. 

Availability status 

If show availability status is opted at the ticket level, the remaining ticket count will be shown along with each session ticket as shown below. 

Session tickets 

Within each ticket, all the session tickets of the ticket will be shown. For event only one session ticket is available. But for activities all the sessions whose sale 

status is not set to “OFF” will be displayed. 

Session ticket statuses 

Depending on a number of factors, sale status of tickets can be any of the following. 

Available 

This status is shown when  



1. Session ticket sale status is ‘ON’  

2. Available ticket count is greater than zero  

3. Current time is between sale start and end times of the session ticket.  

Sold-out  

This status is shown when  

1. Session ticket sale status is ‘ON’  

2. Available ticket count is zero  

3. Current time is between sale start and end times of the ticket 

OR  

1. Sale status of the session ticket is set to ‘SOLD-OUT’ 

Pre-order now! 

This status is shown when  

1. Session ticket sale status is ‘ON’  

2. Pre-order is not available for the ticket  

3. Current date is less than the sale start date. 

Wait-list now! 

 This status is shown when 

1. Session ticket sale status is ‘ON’  

2. Available ticket count = 0  

3. Wait-list allow flag is set to true for the session ticket  

Pre-order process in progress 

This status is shown when  

1. Session ticket sale status is ‘ON’  

2. Pre-order is available for the ticket  

3. Current date is the sale start date of the ticket and  



4. Pre-order processing is in progress. 

Sale not started 

This status is shown when  

1. Session ticket sale status is ‘ON’  

2. Pre-order is not available for the ticket 

3. Current time is less than the sale start time of the ticket 

 

Go to my pre-order 

If a member has already placed pre-order, further pre-orders cannot be made. A link is provided on the ticket selection screen to go to the particular pre-order 

Go to my wait-list 

If a member has wait-listed ticket, another wait-list cannot be created. A link is provided to go the wait-list screen 

Selecting tickets for pre-order  

Only one session-ticket that is pre-order status can be selected at a time for booking. If more than one ticket is in pre-order status, separate booking is to be 

created. 

Add-ons if available can be selected along with pre-order tickets. 

Selecting tickets for booking 

Tickets in ‘Available’ status can be selected for booking. Unlike pre-order, more than one session ticket can be selected in a single booking. 

Add-ons if available can be selected along with the tickets. 

Selecting ticket for wait-listing 

If the sale status of a session ticket is ‘Wait-list now!’ it can be wait-listed. Clicking the wait-list button will show the following screen. 

 

Booking confirmation process 

Once the required tickets and add-ons are selected, click the ‘Continue’ button to display the booking confirmation screen. 



 



Ticket lines 

Each selected ticket has a line in this screen that shows total amount of all the session tickets of the booking. The discount code of any automatic discount 

applied is given in the text box. The possible discount codes are 

1. ZERODSCNT – no automatic discount is applied 

2. FLATDSCNT – discount of type FLAT is applied 

3. EBIRDDSCNT – discount of type EARLY BIRD is applied 

4. GROUPDSCNT – discount of type GROUP is applied 

5. MEMBERDSCNT – discount of type MEMBER is applied 

If member wants to apply a COUPON type discount, the coupon code can be entered in this box. If the entered coupon code is valid, the existing automatic 

DISCOUND CODE will be replaced with the COUPON CODE. 

Session ticket lines 

Below each ticket line session ticket details are displayed. On the left side of each ticket an icon is displayed and it can have the following three possibilities 

Green tick – All are okay and the ticket is available 

Orange tick – All are okay but ticket count is adjusted because of the availability or restrictions (limit per transaction or limit per member restriction) 

Red exclamation – Ticket is not available. This situation can happen because of the dynamic nature of the booking. 

Add-on lines 

Below each session ticket, add-ons are displayed if selected. The add-ons will also have the three status icons. 

Total line 

This line shows the total details of the booking. This line has a section where custom discount can be applied, available only for organizers. Custom discount is 

applied for the entire booking for all tickets (not add-ons) and the discount code is updated as CUSTOMDSCNT. 

Booking summary 

The total number of booking LetUsBook has made so far is displayed on the left side. In the middle column, GST, if there any, for the engagement is given. If 

member has shown a commitment for this engagement, the commitment fee will be deducted from the booking total amount. On the right side, the total 

amount payable to confirm the booking is given considering the wallet balance and the payment gateway fees. 



Booking confirm 

The booking is confirmed when the confirm button is pressed. If the wallet does not have enough balance, the member will be taken to the payment gateway 

where the required amount can be paid and then the booking is confirmed. If the organizer is booking the tickets for the member, the wallet must have 

sufficient balance to confirm the booking. 

Pre-order process 

Pre-order period is the time between the engagement activation date and the sale start date of a ticket. If you are adding a ticket after the engagements is 

activated, then it is the time to the sale start date of the ticket. 

In order for a ticket to enter a pre-order period, the pre-order flag must be turned on at the ticket details level. 

 

So obviously there will not be a pre-order period if you are activating your engagement after the sale start time of a ticket even if you have set that your ticket 

has a pre-order period. 



You must choose that you want to have a pre-order period for a ticket in the detail session of the session ticket. 

Pre-order create 

Pre-orders can be created for tickets at the time of booking process for an engagement. If a ticket is in its pre-order stage, its status will be shown as ‘Pre-order 

now!’ Clicking the button will show the following screen. Pre-orders of only one ticket can be made at a time. If there are multiple tickets in pre-order stage, 

different pre-order booking are be to be created. 

Pre-order confirmation 

Once the required pre-order tickets are selected, click the ‘Continue’ button. The following screen is displayed. 

The net booking price is given before discounting any discounts. Since discount availability cannot be predicted, the discount is not taken into account at the 

time of placing a pre-order. Considering the current wallet balance of the member, the required amount to fulfil a pre-order is listed. 



 

To place a pre-order, member’s wallet must have a balance that is equal or more than the pre-order fee. 

Members are advised to keep the total ticket price (without discounting coupon discounts) plus the price of any add-ons selected in their wallet to increase the 

chances of booking confirmation when the pre-orders are taken up for processing. 

Pre-order update 

Pre-orders cannot be updated, it must be deleted and a new order must be created if needed. 



 

Delete a pre-order 

Pre-order can be deleted at any time before the sale start date.  

Wait-list processing 

All the wait-listing is listed here. A wait-list can be updated or even deleted. 

Create a wait-list 

A wait-list entry is created from the ticket selection screen at the time of booking process. A ticket that is sold out is listed in ‘Waitlist Now’ status if the wait 

listing allows flag is turned on for that ticket.  

The following screen is displayed. 



 

Number of tickets needed is to be mentioned. If there is a coupon code that can also be mentioned.  A coupon code is considered only if none of the other 

discounts are available such as early-bird, flat, group and loyal discounts. 

Number of tickets to be wait-listed, a minimum time notice required before confirming the wait-list and whether the wait-list can be processed partially and a 

coupon code if available can be mentioned in the screen. 

To wait-list tickets, members’ wallet must have the balance to pay for the wait-listing fee. 

Processing 

Wait-listed tickets are automatically processed for booking when any of the following situations occurs. 



1. When out-of-stock sale status is changed to ‘ON’ and when remaining ticket count > 0. 

2. When remaining ticket count is changed to value from zero. 

3. A ticket or booking cancelled and release the ticket option is selected. 

Engagement menu 

Engagement  

Display 

How engagement page is shown to a member is displayed here. A ‘Book now’ button will appear in this page for members. For organizers, the ‘Book now’ 

button will appear on the engagement home page. 

Update 

This section describes how an engagement can be maintained. 

Basics 

Name of the engagement: select a name that best describes your engagement but short.  

URL: select a URL for your engagement. This will be the URL that should be used by anyone who wants to display this engagement on web. 

Category: Select a category from the list. If the category you are looking for is not available contact LetUsBook. 

Website: if you have a web site for the engagement, you can enter it here. 



 

Private engagement: An engagement can be marked as public or private. Private engagements can be booked only by the selected members of the 

organization. You can maintain your private members by clicking the private members button. 

Visibility: If you do not want your engagement visible to anyone other than your private members check this option. This is relevant only for private 

engagements. 

Key words: enter a few key words for your engagement for search engine optimization. 



 

Description 

Give a good description of the engagement including T&C if there any. You can also give contact information, address etc. Exercise good use of fonts, size and 

colours to emphasize your points. 



 



Sessions 

Every engagement has one or more sessions. Activity engagement can have more than one session while event engagement can have only one session. Activity 

sessions cannot span into more than one day whereas the event engagement can span into multiple days. 

 

Each session goes through initiation, activation, hold, cancelling/deleting and closing statuses. 

Initiation 

When an engagement is initiated, a default session is created in initiated status. For activity engagement further sessions can be initiated as required. 

You can add new sessions for your activity engagement by clicking the green + icon. If your engagement is an event, a session would have already been created 

at the time of creating the engagement. When a new session is added, a dummy session is created which you can update. 

An initiated session must be updated with a description, the address of the session, date and time of the session before activating the session. 



Activation 

Once all the information is entered, a session must be activated. A session is activated by clicking on the action icon ‘Activate’ on the session record. 

Holding 

If for any reason, a session is to be held so that its tickets will not be visible online, click on the ‘Hold’ action icon on the session record. 

Release 

The held session can be released by clicking ‘Release’ action icon on the session record. 

Cancelling 

A session that is active can be cancelled. When a session is cancelled, an organizer specified amount from each booking (both tickets and add-ons) is refunded 

to members, or, organizer can cancel and refund each ticket manually. A session can be cancelled by clicking on the ‘Cancel’ action icon on the session record. 

The following screen id displayed. 

Note: if you are cancelling a session after you have activated your engagement, you can opt for informing all your participants. 

Closing 

A session is automatically closed by the system after a specified number of days from the session end date. When a session is closed an invoice is created for 

LetUsBook commission and the amount is deducted from the organization wallet. 

Deleting 

You can delete a session that is in initiated status. 

Update 

Change the venue 

Update the session with the correct location. You will have to choose an address from your address list. If the address is not available, you will have to go to 

your address management and add an address and come back here to select that address as your session address. 



 

 

Note: if you are updating the location after you have activated your engagement, you can opt for informing all your participants about the location change of 

the session. 

Change the date and time 

Update the session with date and time of your session. 

 



Note: if you are updating the date and time after you have activated your engagement, you can opt for informing all your participants about the date and time 

change of the session. 

Description 

Give a description about the session like what is intended to achieve or meant by the session. This detail will be displayed in the ticket selection screen. 

 

Cancel a session 

A session can be cancelled. 



 

Here total refund to be processed for all ticket and add-on bookings for session can be specified as a percentage. If a refund is already issued for some of the 

tickets, only the difference will be processed. 

Any withheld amount is also released. 

Account transactions 

You can see all the financial transactions happened with this session, 

Income by session 

You can see engagement income details for this session. 

Hold 

If you want to hold this session for some reason, you can do so. When you do that the sale will be stopped. 

Contacts 

You can specify your customer service Email ID, land line number and mobile number for the engagement here. 



 

Gallery 

Please refer image processing section. 

Settings 

The available setting options are 



 

Show ticket status to members 

When this is turned on, the remaining number of tickets is shown on ticket selection screen. 

Show discount status to members 

When this is turned on, available discounts are shown as shown below 

Engagement GST rate 

Here you can enter the GST rate of your engagement. Your members will be charged GST rate of your engagement of discounted ticket price as GST. 



Participant questionnaire 

If you are planning for a questionnaire for your participant you check this option. You can then use the questionnaire maintenance link from this page to 

maintain your questions. Please refer questionnaire section for more details. 

Commitment fee 

If you are planning a forecasting of your engagement, you can specify commitment fee that you want from members. 

Note: In your engagement sessions, there is a place where you enter the address of your engagement sessions. This address is used to calculate distance 

between the location of the session and the member. 

Question maintenance 

If you opt for questionnaire for your engagement, you must maintain a questions list for your engagement by clicking the button ‘Question maintenance’.  In 

this screen, you can see all the stock questions and a section to maintain custom questions for the engagement. 

 



 

Custom questions 

If you want to add custom questions to your engagement questionnaire, you can add them here. 



 

In the first text box, you enter your question. In the second box, you enter the expected answers separated by commas. The expected answers will be given as 

watermark in the booking questionnaire for the member to get an idea about the expected answer. 

 

Tickets 

In this section, you will create and maintain tickets for your engagements. Each ticket can be expanded to see its session tickets.  



 

Create a ticket 

Click the green + icon to create a new ticket. A dummy new ticket will be created which you can update.  

Note: if your engagement of activity type, you will not see the add icon because multi tickets are not allowed for activities. 

Session tickets 

When you create a ticket, it is automatically attached to each session of the engagement. Also, when a new session is created, it is attached to all the existing 

tickets. 

Session ticket sale status 

You can set the ticket sale status of each session ticket by picking the appropriate status from the drop down. The possible values are ‘On’, ‘Off’ and ‘Sold-out’. 

On – when you want to put the ticket on sale you set this value.  



On the ticket selection screen: 

The ticket status will show as ‘Pre-order’ if the time is less than sale start time and if pre-order flag is set. 

The ticket status will show as ‘Sale not started’ if the time is less than the sale start time. 

The ticket status will show as ‘Available’ if the time is within the sale start and end time and the remaining ticket count is greater than zero. 

The ticket status will show as ‘Sold out’ if the time is within the sale start and end time and the remaining ticket count is zero. 

The ticket status will show as ‘Sale ended’ if the time is after sale end time. 

The ticket status will show as ‘Pre-order in processing’ if the current date is same as sale start date, pre-order flag is set and if pre order processing is 

not completed. 

Off – when you want to put the ticket on hold.  

On the ticket selection screen: 

The ticket will not be displayed on the ticket selection screen. 

Sold-out – when you want to show the ticket as sol-out.  

On the ticket selection screen: 

The ticket status will be show as ‘Sold-out’ if the time is within the sale start and end time else show as ‘Sale not started’ if the time is less than the sale 

start time 

Ticket question maintenance 

If you have opted for questionnaire for your ticket, the Q icon appears. Click this icon will take you to ticket question maintenance screen. 



 



Here, you can see all the stock questions and the custom questions you have created for the engagement. You can set the requirement for each question for 

the particular ticket from this screen. 

Once you decide to have a questionnaire for your ticket, Full name, year of birth and gender becomes mandatory stock questions. 

If you select a question for the ticket by checking the checkbox, you have two options. 

Optional - the question will be shown to the member who booked a ticket but the member need not have to answer the question. 

Mandatory - the question will be shown to the member who book a ticket and the member must answer the question 

If you check copy these questions for all the tickets, all the selection will be copied to all the tickets where questionnaire has been opted. 

Display order 

You can set a display order in which the tickets have to display while members book tickets. You drag and fix the positions of tickets and click update. 

 



Update basics of a ticket 

Click on the pencil icon of the ticket record to update the basics of your engagement. 

 

Ticket name: give a brief but meaning full name for your ticket. This will appear as the heading of your ticket in the ticket selection screen. 

Booking fee paid by: This is the booking fee of LetUsBook, choose between organiser and member. 



Questionnaire:  Here you can set whether your ticket has a questionnaire and if yes, whether members are allowed to update the questions at any time and 

whether tickets are transferrable. 

Note 1: you can allow transferring tickets only if you opt to have a questionnaire for your ticket because to transfer a ticket, full name, age and gender of the 

person to whom the ticket is transferred is to be collected. But if you are not planning to have additional questions for your questionnaire you do not have to 

do anything. 

Note 2: Since you must turn on questionnaire for your ticket if you want to allow members to transfer tickets, you must turn on questionnaire flag at the 

engagement level; only then questionnaire option appear in this screen. 

Wait-listing allowed: If you want to members to wait-list the ticket, check this option.  

Colour: choose a colour for your ticket. This colour will appear in the ticket selection screen as well as in the QR code for your tickets. 

Session ticket details maintenance 

Each ticket has a session ticket for each of your engagement sessions. The details for which can be updated here. 

Remaining tickets: Enter the number of remaining tickets. You can update this count at any time. 



 

Ticket type: choose between free, name-your-price and normal. 

Free – you are not charging your member any fee and we are not charging you either. 

Donation – you are letting your member to choose a price. 

Normal – you decide the price of the ticket 

Ticket price: The minimum price of name-your-price ticket or the price of a normal ticket. 

Sale start and end date: choose date and time the sale starts and ends. 

Pre-order period: If you want to have a pre-order period for this ticket, check this option. If you check this option, the time period between the time the 

engagement is activated and the ticket sale start time is considered as the pre-order period and member can pre-order tickets during this time. 



Maximum number of tickets per transaction: this is the maximum number of tickets a member can book at a time 

Maximum number of tickets per member: this is the maximum number of tickets a member can book for this ticket. 

Description: Enter a description of this session ticket. This will appear below the ticket heading in the ticket selection screen.  

Delayed answering 

Members need not answer the questions at the time of booking. After the booking, members can access their booking from their booking listing page and 

answer the questions. If QR code is enabled, QR code is not sent out until all the questions are answered. Booking is considered as not complete until all the 

questions are answered. 

Discounts 

You can create and maintain your discount from this screen. 

 

Create a new discount 

Click on the green plus sign at the top of the screen to add a new discount. The following screen displays. Here you need to select a discount type of the 

discount to be created. A dummy discount will be added which will show immediately on the screen. 



 

All the discounts are automatically attached to all the tickets of the engagement. Attachment status can be turned on and off. 

Update a discount 

A newly added discount must be updated. Click the pencil icon on the discount to update it. The following screen is displayed. 



 

Here you can specify a name for the discount. Discount value can be flat or a percentage. In flat case, the amount you will enter here will be given as discount 

for each ticket in the booking. In percentage case, the given percentage of the ticket price is given as discount. 

Total discount amount – this field is needed only for group discount. That is you are giving a discount if the total price of the tickets in a booking exceeds this 

limit. 

Remaining ticket -Enter the number of discounts. While updating a discount that is already in effect, you can increase or decrease the count here depending on 

the requirements. 

Specify the discount validity start and end times 

Coupon discount maintenance 

If the discount type is coupon codes, you will see a coupon code icon on the discount on the discount listing screen. Click this icon will show the following 

screen. 



 

Here you can individually add coupon code and the availability or bulk load coupon codes from a CSV formatted file. The format of the file must be as follows 

The length of the coupon code cannot be more than 13 characters. 

Search – you can search your coupon code by typing first few letters of the coupon code. 

Loyal discount maintenance 

If the discount type is loyal discount, you will see a group icon on the discount line on the discount listing screen. Click this icon will show the following screen. 



 

Here you can maintain your loyal members for the discount. Only the members selected here will be eligible for the discount. 



Add-ons 

Add-ons are materials of services organizers want to sell along with their tickets such as t-shirts, lunch & dinner, airport pickup etc. 

 

You can create various add-ons at the engagement level and attach them to your session tickets. You can attach many add-ons to a ticket if needed. 

Create an add-on 

You can access the add-ons maintenance page from the engagement home page. Click the + sign at the top of the screen to add an add-on. A dummy add-on 

record will be created and listed immediately under the list. Click on the update icon of the add-on to update its details such as description, price, and 

availability. Also upload an image or go with a default image. 

Attach detach add-ons 

Every add-on you create is automatically attached to every ticket the engagement has with sale status set to off. You can turn the status to on, off or sold-out. 

When the status is on, the add-on- will be displayed as ‘Available’ along with the ticket. When the status is off, the add-on will not be shown. When the status is 

‘Sold-out’, the add-on will be displayed with the status sold-out. The status will be shown as Sold-out’ even when the status is set to ‘On’ but the remaining 

count is zero. 



Bookings 

Booking search 

Engagement bookings are listed in the reverse booking time order.  

By clicking on Member ID, all the bookings made by the member for the engagement is listed.  

By clicking on the ticket ID, all the bookings for the session and the ticket are displayed. 

Actions 

Add-ons 

You can see all the add-ons attached to this booking. 

Cancel & refund 

You can cancel and or refund a booking from here. 

Add add-ons 

You can add new add-ons from this screen. 

Income 

Income details at booking level are available from this link. 

Attendees 

If you have opted for each attendee to be identified at the gate of the engagement, the member must answer the questionnaire that you have provided. If the 

members have answered the questionnaire fully, you can see all the attendees from this screen. 

Questionnaire 

The questionnaire attached to this booking and its answers are available here. The organizers are allowed to update the questionnaire for members. We 

suggest you do not do this without the permission from the member. 

If a ticket has a questionnaire, members must access their bookings and answer the questionnaire from the bookings list screen. Clicking on the questionnaire 

icon will show all the questions for each ticket in the booking. 

If a ticket has a questionnaire and it has not been answered in full, a red exclamation icon will appear on the left side of the booking. 



 

Resend tickets 

If QR code is enabled, tickets can be resend to all the participants. For those bookings that have a questionnaire, the member must exercise this option after 

completing the questionnaire so that each attendee gets their QR codes. 

Add-on search 

Booking add-ons search can be performed here. 

By clicking on Member ID, all the add-ons booked by the member for the engagement will be displayed. 

By clicking on Add-on ID, all the add-on bookings of particular add-on will be displayed. 

Wait-listing search 

All the wait-listing of the engagement are listed here. 

Pre-order search 

All the pre-orders are listed in this screen. For organizers this screen can be accessed at engagement level, ticket level and session ticket levels. Members can 

see a list of their outstanding pre-orders from their home page. 

Pre-orders cannot be modified. If any change is needed, it must be deleted and created afresh. While recreating, the queue position maintained initially by the 

pre-order will be lost.  

Attendees 

Report 

A self-explanatory report is available for the engagement.  

GSTL – GST for the LetUsBook commission, currently not applicable for organizers. 

TCS – Tax collected at the source, currently not applicable for the organizers. 

Charts 

Engagement bookings, income and usage of add-ons and discounts are displayed in graph forms. 



Income  

Organizers can see a report of their income using two screens. 

By booking 

This screen displays the income by each booking. Using filter criteria bookings can be listed. A total line provides the sum of each field in the report. 

By engagement 

This screen displays the income by each engagement of your organization. A total line provides the sum of each field in the report. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  



Other processes 

Life cycle of an engagement 

Initiated 

An organizer can initiate an engagement from the organization dashboard by clicking the link ‘Add new engagement’. An initiated engagement is not visible to 

members. An initiated engagement can be cancelled and the engagement gets ‘Deleted’ status. 

Planning 

An initiated engagement can be put on forecasting after just entering a description of the engagement. This is when members show interest or commitment to 

the engagement. A planned engagement can be cancelled. When this happens, any commitment fee members have paid is automatically refunded back to 

members’ wallets.  

If the engagement status is planning, members can show interest or commitment to the engagement.  

 



Showing interest: A member is just showing an interest to the engagement. 

Showing commitment: A member is showing a commitment by paying an advance amount to the organizer. Commitment fee is deducted from the total due 

amount at the time of booking. Member cannot withdraw from a commitment himself. If organizer cancels an engagement, commitment fee is refunded to 

members. If member wants to withdraw from a commitment he must contact the organizer. 

Organizers can mention the commitment fee of an engagement at the settings page of the engagement. 

Using interested and committed count organizers can plan his engagement accordingly. 

When an engagement in planning status is cancelled, it gets ‘Cancelled’ status. 

Confirmation 

An initiated or planning engagement should be made active after entering all the details such as sessions, tickets, discounts, add-ons, questionnaires etc. All the 

members who have shown interest or committed are informed via Emails and SMS.  

 

If the engagement has any non-free tickets, an engagement activation fee as given in our pricing has to be paid before the engagement can be activated. The 

organization wallet must have sufficient available balance to pay for the engagement set-up fee. 

Holding 

Organizers can hold the ticket sale by putting the active engagement on hold. While members can view the engagement they will not be able to book tickets. 

The engagement gets held status. 



Important note: an engagement in ‘Planning’ status can be put on hold but when the hold is released the engagement goes to ‘Active’ status. 

Closing 

An initiated, planning or active engagement can be closed by its organizer. 

An initiated engagement is cancelled. A planning engagement is cancelled and the entire commitment fee is refunded. An active engagement cannot be closed 

when active sessions exist. All engagement sessions must be cancelled or closed before an engagement can be closed. Engagement closing is a manual process. 

If the engagement is not closed, its active sessions for each of its tickets will be shown online when members search for engagements. 

Pre-order processing 

All the pre-orders are processed in the order in which they are received on the day of sale start date of that ticket. If member wallet has sufficient money, the 

pre-orders will be processed. 

When the pre-order is in the processing, the sale status of the ticket will show as ‘Pre-order processing in progresses’. During this time, booking is disabled. 

Once the pre-order process is completed, the ticket sale goes live. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  



Facilities 
Any facility, such as sports facilities, grounds, halls etc. that is leased on a timely basis can be managed through LetUsBook. 

Facility dashboard 

The header 

 

Future reservation stat 

Total reservations, cancel-requested reservations, wait-listed reservations and number of pooling going on from tomorrow are listed here. When mouse over 

this section, you can see the same stat for the past. 

Future utilization stat 

The facility utilization is given here for next 7 days, next 30 days and next 60 days. Utilization is calculated using the following formula. 

Utilization = Total active reservation hours/ (Total available hours + total active reservation hours) *100 

When flipping, past utilization in the same manner is displayed. 

Sale 

The total sale of your facility for the current year, last 30 days and the last 7 days are given in this section. The total sale is the sum of all facility fees less any 

discount and refund and any add-ons sold less and discount given. GST is not included in this figure. 

Booking bar 

Below the header, you can see the booking bar shown below. 

 



Single booking 

Whether you have set custom booking allowed or not in the facility settings, you, as an organiser, can see 15-minute intervals of all 24 hours of a day here. All 

the unavailable sessions that you have marked in your session templates will be listed as available here. This allows you to select even the sessions that are 

marked as unavailable to members available to you for booking. 

 



From this screen, you can select any number of contiguous 15-miunte sessions for booking. The minimum and maximum duration of a reservation is not 

applicable when you as an organizer book a session. After selecting the desired number of sessions, click ‘Book’. The following screen is displayed. 

 

In this screen, you can apply a custom fee to override the existing facility fee for the session. You can apply a discount if a valid coupon code is available. When 

a coupon code is applied, custom fee will be removed. 

In a single booking, based on the input from the member, you can set a % of the total fee that the member is ready to pay as advance. 



If full money is not paid, the reservation is made in cancel pending (cancelling) status. This means if another member pays 10% more than the member who 

have the current reservations, the existing reservation is cancelled and a new reservation is made in the name of the new member. Old member gets the full 

refund of the facility fee (less booking fee).  

In the ‘For whom’ screen, if you have entered any amount as given by the member, that money will be considered towards booking the reservation. If member 

has not given permission to the organizer to deduct money from their wallet, you cannot consider money from the member wallet. 

If member is giving more than what is required to complete the booking, the excess money is transferred from your organization wallet to member wallet 

provided your organization wallet has sufficient money. 

 

Single booking from multi booking selection 

In the multi booking selection screen, only pre-defined sessions (either created from templates or merged or split afterwards) are listed for booking. Here, you 

can select any one session for single booking. The following is a section from multi booking session selection screen. 

 

Here, while multi sessions are listed, a single session can be selected for booking. But unlike single booking, multi booking can be done for only for the pre-

defined sessions (sessions either created from session templates or custom created later on). 

 

Multi booking 

Organizers can see the availability of sessions from all their facilities in one screen and book more than one session at a time. Once you select multi booking 

from facility home page, the following screen is displayed. 



 



Filter 

In the facilities section, select one or more facilities whose sessions have to be listed. You can then select what are the days to be considered in the listing. You 

then choose from and to dates of the search window. You can also select from and to time of the sessions to be listed. 

In the next section of the filter, if you choose ‘available sessions’ only the available sessions from the sessions created from the templates are shown. 

If you choose ‘Pooling sessions’, all the sessions that are currently been pooled are displayed.  

If you choose ‘Facility engagements’, only those sessions where engagements are planned are listed. 

If you choose ‘All’, then all the sessions from 12 AM-12 AM are displayed. Here all the unavailable sessions are also displayed as ‘available’ for the organizer, in 

case they want to book a session using from unavailable time also. 

Selection of sessions 

Once the sessions are listed, you can select the desired sessions and add them for multi booking. You can keep changing the filter and add as many sessions as 

you want from as many facilities for multi booking. Once all the desired sessions are added, click the button ‘Continue’. The following screen is displayed. 

Confirmation of multi-booking 

Here sessions from each facility is displayed separately. You can apply coupon codes or apply custom discount for each facility. 



 



The totals for each facility and overall due are also displayed. If the member has given you any money (the money you have entered on ‘For whom’ screen) the 

same will be shown in ‘Member available balance’. If member has given the organizer to debit member wallet, the available balance from member wallet will 

also be added to the ‘Member available balance’. 

If the member available balance is sufficient to make the booking, you can click the button ‘Book now’ to complete the booking. 

Separate bookings will be created for each of the facilities selected. The total booking amount from each facility is debited from member wallet and credited to 

organizer account. 

If member has given any money, you can see this amount deducted from your wallet. 

Once the booking is completed, the control is taken to facility booking screen with all the bookings listed. 

Wait-listing 

You wait-list a session when you try to book a facility and seeing the desired session in already reserved. This can happen both in single booking and multiple 

booking selection screens. 

From single booking selection screen 

See the part of single booking selection screen shown below. When a session is already reserved, it is shown with grey color. You can wait-list a session by 

clicking on the desired session that you want to wait-list. 



 



From multi booking selection session 

If a session is already reserved by another member, it will be shown with the button ‘Waitlist Now’ in the multi booking selection screen as show below.  

 

 

The following wait-list screen is displayed. 



 

The member wallet must have sufficient balance to pay for the wait-listing fee and he must have given you permission to debit his wallet or the member must 

handing over money to you offline to complete the wait-listing. 

If you are multi booking for the member who has already wait-listed a session, instead of a button you can see a link to the wait-list record. 

From multi booking, 



 

From single booking, 

 

 



Session pooling 

About pooling 

Pooling is a process of players coming together to play. Pooling can be initiated either through a hosting or through public pooling. In public pooling, any player 

can initiate a pooling in a facility for a session. In hosting, a member first reserves a session and then hosts it as either private hosting or public hosting. 

When the minimum number of players required to play the game is pooled, the team is formed and a reservation is made on the first player who pooled. The 

public pooling then becomes public hosting.  

The difference between a hosting and public pooling is that in the former, pooling happens after the booking where as in the latter, pooling happens before the 

booking. 

In public pooling the organizer will not get money in their wallet until the team is formed. In hosting, since the pooling happens after the reservation, the 

organizer has already received the fee in his wallet. 

Note: when a partially paid reservation is pooled and a team is formed, reservation is paid full automatically from the money collected from all the players. The 

host’s intervention is not needed in this case to pay the facility fee in full. 

Please refer our documentation on pooling at the link ‘Pooling explained’ at the bottom of the screen for more details. 

Pooling process 

From here, you can search sessions for pooling. 

Use the filter to narrow down the search. 

The possible pooling statuses are 

Unavailable – if the session is unavailable or is already reserved but hosted, the status will show as ‘Unavailable’. 

Reserved – if the team is formed, the status will show as ‘Reserved’. 

Pooling – if at least one player is pooling, the status will show as ‘Pooling’. 

Pool now – if no one is pooling, the status will show as ‘Open’ 



 

Clicking any of the non-unavailable boxes will show the pooling popup that is appropriate for the game. In this example, the facility is Air hockey and so the 

number of players is 2. 

The following is a pooling diagram for a two player game. 



 

How to pool? 

You draw ‘ME’ from outside to one of the boxes inside to pool and drag your image from inside of one of the boxes to ‘ME’ for un-pool. 

Note: when you come to this screen, the member for which pooling happens is already selected through ‘For whom’ screen. So, you cannot pool or un-pool for 

any other members. That means you can perform member functions in this screen only one member at a time. 

 



Pooling chart 

In pooling chart, you can see all the poolings that are going on in a chart. From the chart, it is easy to know how many players have pooled so far and their 

statuses. 

To enter the pooling chart, you must perform a ‘For whom’ to decide the member for whom you are going to perform any pooling functions. After the for 

whom check, the following chart screen is displayed. 

The member’s name and mobile number are displayed at the top right hand corner. 

Filter 

Pooling chat can be displayed for one or more facilities. Sessions can be displayed for a specific day and between two specific days. The data can be displayed 

sorted by date or facility. 

Chart 

The playing field is represented diagrammatically. Since gender pooling is enabled for two and four player games, you can see F and M letters in the slots 

representing the gender of the player who have pooled in. 

Pool 

Clicking the pool button will display the pooling popup. 

 



 

Facility engagements 

If you want to see the engagements scheduled to happen on the facility, click this button. 

You can see both current and past tabs where engagement cards are displayed. Clicking on the card will take you to its dashboard if you are the organizer of the 

engagement else to engagement display page. 

Note: the engagements shown here may not be your engagements. Other LetUsBook organizations can conduct engagements in your facility  provided you 

have given permission in your settings. 



 

If there are training activities or tournaments in a facility, they will be listed here.  

Only owners of organizations can attach training and tournaments to a facility session from the reservation page of their bookings. This is because only 

organizations can create engagements in LetUsBook. 

The organizer first has to first create the engagement. 

The organizer of the engagement (the owner) must then book a session with the facility where he wants conduct the engagement. This facility could be one of 

his facilities or a facility with another organization. To do this, the owner must sign in as a member in LetUsBook and then book a session with the facility.   

Then he can go to the facility reservation page and using the action item ‘Attach an engagement’ attaches the engagement with the particular reservation. 

Once attached, the engagement can be detached also. 



 

Parents, child and sibling facilities 

A facility can be split into child facilities and also a facility can be used for multiple purposes. 

Child facilities 

One example is a larger futsal court meant to be played for 10-A-Side, but the same court can be divided into two child courts each meant for 5-a-side. So the 

court can be used at a time for a 10-a side or two 5-a-side matches. 

Sibling facilities 

One facility can be used for multiple purposes. For example, a Ping-Pong room can be used for playing table tennis or for a professional meeting. When one is 

used, other cannot be used. 



Facility owners cannot create child and sibling facilities online. If they want to have such facilities, they must contact LetUsBook. 

Facility menu 

Landing 

While clicking this link, the main home page of LetUsBook is displayed.  

Organization dashboard 

You can easily access the organization dashboard by clicking this link. 

Facility dashboard 

You can easily access the facility dashboard by clicking this link. 

Our facilities 

Here you can see all your facilities listed for easy navigation into their dashboards. 

Facility 

 

 

Facility display 

This is how the facility page looks to a user. 

Description 

The description that you have entered for your facility is displayed here for your members. 



 

Location 

Location of your facility is given with the address and map. 



 

Contacts 

The contact information of your facility is displayed here. 



 

Gallery 

In the display section of the facility all the gallery images of your facility are displayed. 



 

Fees & discounts 

In the fees tab, all the active sessions created from the session templates (refer template maintenance section) are displayed with its fees for normal, weekend 

and holidays. 



 



In the discounts tab, all the available discounts (refer discount maintenance section) are displayed. 



 



Amenities 

All the available amenities of your facilities are displayed here. 

 

Features 

All the features you support in your facility are displayed here. 



 



Reviews 

All the reviews by your members are displayed here. 

 

 



Facility update 

Facility parameters are maintained here 

Holding a facility 

LetUsBook can hold a facility for a reason so that its members cannot interact with the facility online.  Facility owners also can put their facility on hold to 

suspend any activities by their members. 

Basics 

Enter basic information of your facility. 



 

Facility name  

It is mandatory.  Give the name of your facility. 



Facility short name  

It is mandatory. Choose a short name for your facility that is no longer than 20 characters. This name will be used in many places in LetUsBook to represent 

your facility. Short name has to be unique across all the facilities registered in LetUsBook. 

Facility URL  

This is the URL that will be used to display your facility page. You can use this link to include in your web site if you have one. 

Facility category  

You must choose a category for your facility.  

Facility type 

For a chosen category, a list of facility types will be displayed. You must choose a type for your facility. 

Note: If you do not see appropriate category and types, you can contact LetUsBook. 

Key words 

Select maximum three key words that best represent your facility. Key words are used for search engine optimization. 

Session and rates 

In this tab, you will maintain the following details 

Opening hours 

Specify the facility open and close time. This is only for displaying facility opening and closing times on your facility page. 

Booking opened up to days in advance 

Select the number of days in advance you want to take bookings for the facility. The maximum can be 90 days. 

Booking opened days for members 

Select the number of days you want to allow your members to book your facilities in advance. This number will have to be equal or less than the number of 

days the facility is open for bookings. 

By specifying a number less than the days opened for bookings, you can control booking for days beyond, a useful feature for bulk booking. 

LetUsBook’s booking fee, pooling fee and wait-listing fee is given.  



15 minutes rates 

Here you specify your facility rates for every 15 minutes of a day for three kinds of days; normal, holiday and weekend. You can specify up to 6 groups of rates 

within a day, starting from 12 AM and ending at 12 AM. Please make sure there is no time overlaps. These rates are used for determining rates for various 

sessions you create for your facility. 

Description 

Enter a detailed description about your facility. Give terms and conditions and other details. 

 



Contacts 

 

Specify your landline; mobile numbers and customer service Email ID so that your members can contact you if needed. Also, select the address of the facility 

form the address list. You can maintain your addresses from your home page using ‘Address management’ link. 

Settings 

Here you specify the following options 



 

Cancel pending  

If you allow, your members can place their reservation in a cancel pending status.  When this is done, the session is opened for booking again. If the session 

gets booked by another member, the facility fee is refunded to the member of the first booking. 

Organizers can exercise cancel pending for reservations even if this option is not set. 

Rescheduling  

If you allow, members can reschedule a reservation before the hours you specify here from the activity start time. That is if member try to reschedule a 

reservation later than the hours specified, the rescheduling is not allowed. 

Organizers can exercise rescheduling at any time even if this option is not set. 



Public online pooling 

If you allow, members can perform public pooling in your facility. 

Hosting 

If you allow, members can host matches. 

Facility engagements 

If you allow, members can conduct engagements such as training and tournaments in your facility 

Average hourly facility fee  

This fee is shown on the facility card that is displayed when people search for your facility. The actual session rates may be different from the average hourly 

facility fee. 

Custom booking  

If you allow, members can choose any number of contiguous 15-minutes sessions for session booking. For bulk/multi booking, custom booking is not allowed. 

Minimum duration  

If you allow custom booking, you can specify a minimum duration of a session booking done by a member. This is not applicable when organizers perform a 

booking. 

Maximum duration  

If you allow custom booking, you can specify a maximum duration of a session booking by a member. This is not applicable when organizers perform a booking. 

Partial payment allowed 

You can specify whether partial payment is allowed for a single booking or not. If allowed, you can also specify the minimum percentage facility fee required to 

make a reservation.  

When a partial payment is made, the reservation will be made in cancel-pending (cancelling) status. If another member pays 10% more, the old reservation is 

cancelled and a new reservation is made. 

Amenities  

Select the amenities you have in your facility. If you do not see an amenity, let LetUsBook know and we can add it for you. 



 

Gallery 

You must upload two images of your facility. One is used in cards and the other is used in the facility details page. The size of these images is given on the web 

site. Upload very clear and high resolution images to get attention from members. You can also upload any-size gallery images of your facility such as inside of 

your facility, members playing, surrounding etc. 



 

Sessions 

Session templates 

Session templates are your instructions to the system to create pre-defined sessions for every day for the number of days that you have specified in the 

settings section. 



 

You access the session maintenance screen from your facility home page. 

You can create all your templates before activating your facility. This is because if you add a new session template it will not be effective until the end of the 

‘Booking opened up to date’. However, new templates can be created at any time and existing templates can be made expired also at any time. 

Creating a session template 

Select the 'From' and 'To' time of your session and click ‘Add’. If the timing does not conflict with one of the existing session templates, the new template will 

immediately appear in the ‘Active templates’ section. If you are adding template before activating your facility, the effective date will be the next day else it will 

be the day after the ‘Booking opened up to date’. 



The regular, holiday and weekend rates of the session are automatically calculated from the 15-minute rate you have created for your facility at ‘Session and 

rates’ tab in the facility update screen. You can override these rates and update it if required for specific sessions after they have created. 

At any time you can access session templates and update the rates. When you do so, all the sessions created after the ‘booking opened up to date’ are created 

with the new rates. The existing session rates will not be modified. 

Expiring a template 

If you no longer need a template, you can delete it by clicking the red X icon on the left side of active templates. The template will be set to expire on the day 

after the day after the ‘Booking opened up to date’ and the template is moved to ‘Set-to-expire’ template section. 

You can also update rates of set-to-expire templates and all the rates of the sessions already created (since the template is set to expire, there would not be 

any new session being created from the template) from these templates are updated.  

Automatic creation of sessions 

When a facility is activated sessions are created immediately from all the active templates for days starting the current day to the number of days the booking 

is open. 

Thereafter, sessions are created from session templates on a daily basis for a maximum period of number of days the booking is open. This means every day 

sessions for one more day is created automatically after the facility is activated. These sessions are created by the system just after mid-night of each day. 

All the remaining time of a day not included in any of the action session templates are created as sessions with ‘Unavailable’ status. 

Sessions 

You can ‘manipulate’ the sessions that are created from session templates.  

Listing of sessions 

Using the filter sessions for a set of specific facilities and days can be listed. The following functions are available. 



 

The following statuses are show for sessions. 

Unavailable – The sessions is not available for booking. This is set by the organization as a result of not included in any of the session templates or manually 

setting the status as ‘Unavailable’ 



Reserved – The sessions is reserved. 

Cancel pending – The session is in the cancel pending status. The session is available for booking. 

Available – The session is available for booking. 

Pooling – If the session is currently public pooling but not yet reserved. 

Action on a single session 

The following actions are possible when you select one session and click ‘Proceed’ 

 

Splitting of sessions 

Session splitting functionality is used when you want to create a custom session for any requirement. Sometimes you may want to add an orphaned 15-minute 

session to another session or make an existing session larger by another 30 minutes or so. In these circumstances or others, you can use this feature. 



From the session chart listed, for the day you want to perform splitting, select the session you want to split and click proceed. A popup is shown as shown 

below. From the drop down, select the time at which you want to split the session. Two new sessions will be created. You can select available or unavailable 

sessions to split. 

Sessions split are always created with unavailable status. You need to change the status to available if needed. 

Make sessions available 

Select any number of contiguous sessions and click the button proceed. All the unavailable sessions in the selected sessions become available sessions. 

Make sessions unavailable 

Select any number of contiguous sessions and click the button proceed. All the available sessions in the selected range become unavailable sessions. 

Update facility fee 

Click any one session and select click the button proceed. A popup comes with the existing facility fee in it. You can override that fee with any new value. 

Go to the reservation 

If a session status is ‘Reserved’ or ‘Cancel pending’, you can select option ‘Go to the reservation’ to access the reservation record. 

Actions on multiple sessions 

You can select multiple sessions and clicks proceed. The following screen appears. 

 



Merging of sessions 

Select any number of contiguous available or unavailable (not both) 15-minute blocks from one session or from more than one session to merge. 

Make sessions available 

Select any number of contiguous sessions and click the button proceed. All the unavailable sessions in the selected sessions become available sessions. 

Make sessions unavailable 

Select any number of contiguous sessions and click the button proceed. All the available sessions in the selected range become unavailable sessions. 

Bookings 

Booking search 

Please refer the same topic organization menu. The only difference is that here the bookings listed are always for the facility you are on. 

Reservation search 

Please refer the same topic organization menu. The only difference is that here the bookings listed are always for the facility you are on. 

Wait-listing search 

Please refer the same topic organization menu. The only difference is that here the bookings listed are always for the facility you are on. 

Pooling search 

Please refer the same topic organization menu. The only difference is that here the bookings listed are always for the facility you are on. 

Add-on search 

Add-on bookings for this facility are displayed. The search is performed as follows. 

All the add-ons for the future reservation are always listed. In addition to this, add-ons for the number of previous days are also listed for the number of days 

you mentioned in your profile setting. 



 

Actions 

Refund 

You can refund money from the add-ons. The following screen is displayed. 



 

You can enter an amount not more than the remaining amount. Organization wallet must have sufficient available balance to refund add-on price including any 

applicable GST. 

Income 

By date 

Please refer the same topic organization menu. The only difference is that here the bookings listed are always for the facility you are on. 

By sessions 

Please refer the same topic organization menu. The only difference is that here the bookings listed are always for the facility you are on. 

Discounts 

Facilities can create discounts that their members can use. Discounts can be opened for all members or a specific list of members. 



 

The following screen is used to list discounts. This screen can be accessed from facility home page. 

Adding new discount 

Click on the green + sign to create a new discount. A dummy discount record will be created which you can update later. 

Discount listing 

Using various filter criteria facility discounts can be searched. 

Updating a discount 

Click on the pencil action icon on the listed discount record to update it. The following screen is displayed. You can update a discount at any time 



 



Discount name 

Select a meaning full name. This name is displayed to members also in the valid discounts available section of a facility 

Discount facilities 

If you have more than one facility you can attach the same discount to more than one facility. 

Coupon code 

Enter a unique coupon code. The maximum length of the coupon code is 13 characters. 

Discount value 

If the discount mode is flat, enter the discount amount to be given. If the discount mode is percentage, enter a percentage. This percentage of the total 

booking fee of a booking will be given as discount if the total booking amount exceeds ‘Minimum booking amount’.  

Discount mode 

Discount mode can be flat or percentage. 

Minimum and maximum booking amount 

Enter the minimum amount of a booking for applying the discount. If the total booking amount is less than this amount, then the discount is not applied. 

Discount group 

Specify whether you want the discount to be valid only to a group of members or to all by selecting appropriate radio button. 

Remaining discount 

Enter the number of remaining discount that you want to be considered for this discount. When discounts are getting used, you can update this number if 

needed. 

Booking validity 

Enter a validity date and time limits within which the booking must be done to get the discount. 

Activity day validity 

Enter validity activity dates for which the discount is applied. 

Session validity 

Enter validity sessions for which the discount is applied. 



Holding a discount 

To hold a discount, you must update the remaining count to zero or make the valid end date to a date in the past. 

Discount members 

If you have selected that the discount is applicable only for a group of members, click the group discount icon available on the discount line on the discount 

listing page. The following screen displays. 

 



Use filter criteria and list your members. Check the cheek boxes of the members you want to add to the discount. Click the button ‘Add these members to the 

discount’. The selected members will be displayed in the list below. If needed, a selected member can be removed from the discounted member list. 

Charts 

Facility utilization chart 

Organizers get to know the utilization of their facilities by different time frames. Utilization as a percentage of the hours opened for booking is displayed. 

 

Reservation type chart 

This chart shows reservation type split of all the reservations between two dates. 



 

Session status chart 

This chart shows various session statuses of your facility between two dates as a percentage. 



 

Facility income chart 

Facility income chart shows total earnings of your facilities between two dates show by day, month or year. 



 

Pooling status chart 

This chart gives a breakup of pooling status percentage between two days 



 

Pooling type chart 

This chart gives a breakup of pooling type percentage between two days 



 

Upload current availability 

If you are an existing facility outside LetUsBook, you must upload the current availability of your facility before activating your facility. You must contact 

LetUsBook to upload the current availability. 



Other processes 

Invoice processing 
LetUsBook charges facilities a commission on the net income of the facility per day. Since refunds are possible even after the activity date, commission is not 

applied until after a specific number of days for each facility after the activity date. Each facility can select the number of days after which they want invoices to 

be created. The default number of days is three. After an invoice is created, no further refunding or other actions are allowed on a reservation. 

Invoice status 

For each record, invoice status is displayed indicating whether LetUsBook’s commission has been applied or not. If the invoice status is closed, then the 

commission, LGST (LetUsBook GST, GST on commission) and TCS (Tax collected at the source) are final and must have been applied to the organization account. 

Images processing 
The following images are used in LetUsBook for organizations. 

Banners 

Organizations, engagements and facilities need to upload an image to be shown in their details page.  

Cards 

Organizations, engagements and facilities also need to upload an image to be shown in their cards that are shown in search result page.  

Add-ons 

In the engagements, organizers can sell add-ons along with the tickets an add-ons images can be uploaded for the members to see. 

Gallery 

Any number of gallery images can be uploaded for organizations, engagements and facilities. 

Except gallery images, all other images have to be of specific size mentioned in respective screens. 

Uploaded images have to be approved by LetUsBook before it can be shown to the public.  

Approval process 

Any inappropriate images loaded are immediately removed and the organizations may be banned from using LetUsBook. 



Wallet transactions 
LetUsBook uses wallet concept to implement all financial transactions. All the money first comes to member wallet and from there it is spent for various 

purposes. 

Online receipt 

The money organizations credit into their wallet is called online receipt.  

Except at the beginning, organizers normally need not have to credit their wallet unless a situation arises. The following are the situations where organizers 

have to credit their wallet. 

1. There is not sufficient balance on the organizer wallet to refund money to members 

2. There is not sufficient balance to create a facility or an engagement 

To process an online receipt, organizers first sign into their organization. From the organization home page, access ‘Credit my account’ link from financial 

transactions screen. Organizers are then taken to the payment gateway where they can enter the details to credit money to their LetUsBook wallet. 

Online payment 

The payment organizers receive from LetUsBook against their wallet is called online payment. 

Organizations request payments from their account online. Go to Financials and then account transactions and click on the button ‘Request a payment’. The 

following screen appears. 

LetUsBook may set a minimum account balance to be maintained for organizations. If it is set, then the net money available for payment will be less this 

amount. 

Payment from organization wallet is processed free once in a week. If payment request is made more than once in a week, there will be a payment processing 

fee. Please check ‘Our pricing’ page for the fee details. 

If you have already made a request, you cannot make another request until the first request is processed. 

Organizations must maintain their correct bank account details all the time. LetUsBook cannot take the responsibility of organizer not receiving the payment 

because of invalid bank information maintained. 



Offline payment 

Offline payment is the money an organizer is giving to a member. This could be in the form of cash or any other mode of payment. When this is done, the same 

money is transferred internally from member wallet to the organizer wallet. So, to complete an offline payment, the organizer wallet must have sufficient 

money. Please check our page ‘How wallet functions’ to know more about wallet transactions. 

All the refund are first credited to member wallet from there members can request an offline payment from the organizer. Organizer can perform an offline 

payment for any money that is available in member wallet, need not be just the refunded amount. 

To complete an offline payment, organizer has to perform an OTP confirmation with the member. 

Offline receipt 

Members can credit money to their wallet through any organizations. Organizers can credit that money to member wallet in two ways. 

1. Go to member search screen and do a money transfer from organizer wallet to member wallet. 

2. By entering the amount in ‘For whom’ screen when performing any booking function for the member. If the function is successful, the money will be 

credited to the member wallet. 

If member is giving more money than what is required to complete the process, the excess money is transferred from your organization wallet to 

member wallet provided your organization wallet has sufficient money. 

Money transfer 

From the ‘Organization members’ screen, an organizer can transfer money from their wallet to the wallet of any of their members. 

Please note that there is money transfer fee. Please refer pricing page. 

 

 


